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The best night’s sleep by design. Our sleep experts, designers and engineers have spent
years pioneering and perfecting our signature TEMPUR material to ensure you receive the
personalised support and outstanding comfort your body needs.
®

Maximised pressure relief
Common pressure points

Pressure relief on a TEMPUR®

TEMPUR® material is a pressure-relieving
surface, engineered with an open
cell structure that absorbs and evenly
distributes the weight of your body and
maximises comfort.

Personalised body support
We have designed TEMPUR® material to
be in the ideal state to soften, compress
and conform to your shape and weight
at average bedroom temperature.
Whichever position you find most
comfortable, TEMPUR® adapts to you.

A TEMPUR® MATTRESS STANDS THE TEST OF TIME

Long-lasting performance
– guaranteed
TEMPUR® guarantee their mattresses
for 10 years; allowing outstanding
performance for years to come.

Outstanding
motion absorption
TEMPUR® material absorbs
motion – so you and your partner
can move and are less likely
to disturb one another. Motion
absorption is measured through
rebound – the lower the better.
Drop a weighted ball onto
standard memory foam and it
can rebound up to 20%. TEMPUR®
has a rebound less than 3%.

Sleep Technology™ by TEMPUR®
The best night’s sleep by design
• Maximised pressure relief
• Long-lasting performance – guaranteed
• Outstanding motion absorption
• Truly personalised body support

For more information visit

tempur.com

TEMPUR® Outlet Stores offer an ever changing assortment of mostly
reconditioned return products, imperfect or discontinued products at
reduced prices. All products have been quality checked and are sold
as seen. TEMPUR® products sold in our Outlet Stores are covered by
our industry leading guarantee and a 28 day return policy.
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The TEMPUR®
Collection
Mattresses | Pillows | Beds
Adapts to you perfectly,
so you feel weightless

TEMPUR Mattress Overview

TEMPUR Bed & Pillow Collection

TEMPUR Accessories Collection

Find your
perfect fit

TEMPUR Bed
Collection

Accessories
Collection
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Comfort for every style of sleeper.
We’ve created four distinct mattress
collections. Each feels unique,
offering a different style of comfort,
but all are designed to conform and
adapt to the exact shape of your body.
Our four flagship collections
showcase what we are known for
around the world: sleep technologies
based on the original TEMPUR
viscoelastic material.
®

TEMPUR® Hybrid
Collection

TEMPUR® Contour &
Original Collection

If you need a faster
response.
Our most innovative design
yet. TEMPUR® material relieves
pressure points, while layers
of Precision™ micro coils
conform and react to your
body’s movement.

If you want a firmer feel.
The benefits of TEMPUR®
material with bodyconforming comfort and
outstanding support. This
contains pressure relieving
properties that can reduce
tossing and turning at night.

The TEMPUR® Bed
Collection comes with
the same fantastic
10 year guarantee as
the TEMPUR® Mattress
Collection to give you
many years of trouble
free, comfortable sleep.

TEMPUR® at home

Bedsteads

Ottomans

Ranging from luxurious
traditional designs to elegant
contemporary styles, TEMPUR®
Bedsteads are designed to
suit all tastes. Available in a
variety of colours, you are
sure to find the perfect match
for your bedroom.

TEMPUR® Ottoman Beds
are ideal in situations where
storage is at a premium.
Simply lift the top to reveal
convenient space, perfect for
keeping bed linen and other
items stored away out of sight.

Adjustables
The ideal sleep experience combines form as
well as function. With a range of attractive bed frames,
TEMPUR® provides not only a great night’s sleep, but also
the perfect aesthetic solution for your bedroom. Choose
between various styles and colours to complement
your décor. The TEMPUR® Bed Collection consists of
three different types of beds: Bedsteads, Ottomans and
Adjustables in all UK standard sizes.

TEMPUR® Adjustable Beds
allow you to automatically
select the best position
for sleeping, watching TV,
reading and relaxing. At
the touch of a button, you can adjust your head, legs or both to
a position that is most suited to you. We also include a massage
system to help soothe all those aches and pains.

TEMPUR®
Seat Wedge

TEMPUR®
Seat Cushion

TEMPUR® care
and support

Back view*

TEMPUR®
Multi Pillow

TEMPUR®
Lumbar Support

TEMPUR® Transit
Lumbar Support

TEMPUR®
Leg Spacer

TEMPUR®
Comfort Travel Pillow

TEMPUR®
Travel Pillow

TEMPUR®
Travel Set

TEMPUR® travel

TEMPUR Pillow Collection
®

Classic Pillows

TEMPUR®
Universal Pillow

Ergonomic Pillow

Available sizes:
M, L and XL*

TEMPUR® Cloud
Collection

TEMPUR® Sensation
Collection

TEMPUR® Comfort
Pillow Original

TEMPUR® Comfort
Pillow Cloud

TEMPUR®
Traditional Pillow

TEMPUR® Original
Pillow*

If you’re looking for a
softer feel.
A balance of extra softness
and support. Specially
developed TEMPUR® Extra
Soft material generously
cushions and relaxes, while
a firm TEMPUR® Support
material beneath provides
long lasting support.

If you like ease of
movement.
TEMPUR® material on top
conforms to your body to
relieve pressure points,
while Dynamic Support
Technology guarantees ease
of movement and full body
support.

The Comfort Pillow provides
TEMPUR® comfort and
support in a more traditional
pillow design. Classic Pillows
are made from a patented
TEMPUR® envelope containing
thousands of TEMPUR®
micro-cushions. These
provide plush comfort whilst
maintaining pressure relief.

The TEMPUR® Comfort
Pillow Cloud is filled
with specially developed
TEMPUR® Extra Soft
micro-cushions providing
an innovative balance of
softness and support.

The Traditional Pillow
comes complete with a
washable soft cotton cover
and all the benefits of a
TEMPUR® pillow to provide
optimum comfort and
support whilst you sleep.

The Original Pillow is a
support pillow and is
recommended for those who
need a more therapeutic
sleep posture. …The design
follows your natural curve
supporting your head, neck
and shoulders to help align
your spine and give you a
perfect night’s sleep.

TEMPUR®
Transit Pillow
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